Equifax is one of four credit rating services, called Credit Bureaus (the other three are Experian, Trans
Union and Innovis). This means they harvest (and sell) the financial data and credit ratings of almost every
citizen in the United States. Yesterday (7 Sep) Equifax announced they were hacked between mid-May
through July 2017 and discovered the incident on 29 July. Over 143 million records may be compromised. This
includes peoples' names, Social Security Numbers, addresses and, in some instances, driver's license
numbers. This is a big deal. If your credit card gets compromised, that can be changed. SSNs, birth dates and
full names are MUCH harder to change. This is not your fault. Companies collect a huge amount of data about
people, data that you have no control over nor is there much you can do to protect it. This situation is Equifax’s
fault. Like all major incidents, be prepared for the details to change over the coming days as new information is
learned and shared. However, we wanted to share with you some key steps you can take.
1. Equifax Website: Equifax has created a website where you can learn more about the incident. One of
the options they offer is you can check to see if your data is believed to be compromised. While this is a
nice feature, operate under the assumption that your data has been hacked as Equifax could be wrong
and/or is still trying to figure out what happened.
2. Credit Monitoring: You can sign up for free for Equifax's TrustedID credit monitoring service (Note:
they will be asked to come back 13 Sep to set it up, looks like Equifax is scrambling to get the free
registration service functional. In addition, if you sign-up for the free service, it appears you may limit
certain legal recourse you might have otherwise had.). Credit monitoring does NOT protect you from
credit card fraud, this is a common misconception. What a credit monitoring service does is notify you
when someone is attempting to commit Identity Fraud in your name, such as registering for a new
credit card or bank loan. Some services also help you recover from Identity Theft. Here is an excellent
write-up by Brian Krebs on the limitations of Credit Monitoring.
3. Security Freeze: This is the action that does the most to protect you. Unfortunately, few people know
about it. What a security freeze does is lock your credit scores so no one can access them. This means
that while your credit score is frozen no bank or financial organization (such as a credit card company)
can check what your credit score is, which means no one will give you (or a criminal pretending to be
you) a loan or credit card. The challenge is you have to manually setup a security freeze with each of
the four credit bureaus. In addition, if you want to get a new loan or credit card, you then have to
manually unlock your credit service. Then again, how often do you apply for a new loan or credit
card? Brian Krebs has an outstanding writeup of what a Security Freeze is and how to get one.
4. Monitor Financial Accounts: Watch your bank and credit card accounts carefully. Many of them have
a service where they notify you (via text or email) if a bank withdraw or credit card charge is over a
certain limit, or can send you daily reports of your activity. We highly recommend you enable at least
one of these.
5. Social Engineering Attacks: Be warned, in the coming days/weeks, cyber attackers will take
advantage of this incident and launch millions of phishing emails, phone calls or text messages trying to
fool people. This is why we have an active security awareness program, to help you understand and
defend against attacks like these.
6. Tax Fraud: Unfortunately, another crime that can be committed with this stolen information is tax fraud. In
other words, criminals submit for tax refunds in the name of the victim. The easiest way to protect yourself
against these attacks is submit your tax refund as soon as possible, beat the bad guys to it.
7. Password: If you had an account on the Equifax site (login / password) people should change their
password. Even though Equifax did not report any passwords being compromised, their investigation is still
on going.

